One easy platform to manage your passive RFID readers

Zebra MotionWorks Enterprise RFID Reader Management enables you to easily deploy and manage a network of Zebra passive RFID readers. Fully compatible with our current portfolio of devices in this category, RFID Reader Management allows you to configure and monitor the status of every cloud-ready Zebra reader in your system from one consolidated application, without requiring multiple tools to manage different types of readers—an industry-leading feature in the RFID field.

Zebra MotionWorks Enterprise is a comprehensive software suite designed to help IT and operations managers deploy, configure and manage a population of sensors and readers, gather data from them, and obtain meaningful information from that data. It provides a full set of capabilities, but not every customer requires its full functionality.

For businesses that prefer a smaller, more focused feature set, Zebra offers RFID Reader Management, a practical, streamlined application that scales to fit your needs.

To learn more, visit www.zebra.com/rfid-reader-management

Valuable insights into the state of your business

Deploy populations of readers easily at multiple sites across your global enterprise to meet the RFID solution design requirements.

Configure any number of readers’ settings, use cases, RFID parameters, data endpoints and more from a central console.

Monitor the health and status of your readers from a central dashboard, and forward health and status alerts to your existing IT case management system or partner.

Manage your reader population with the ability to update configurations and push firmware updates and security patches.